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About This Game

This is a easy way to keep viewers engaged at the beginning of your stream.

Very customizable, from after effects, to custom music, you can create an intro for your stream on Twitch any way you want.
From normal, to warped, these intros can be changed any way you want. All maps included, and maps that will be added latter
will never be paid for, the one time game price is the only thing you have to pay. Every map added will be added free, no in

game purchases.

This is a simple way to add an intro before your streams, preferenced towards the Twitch platform.

Most maps will be a moving or static 3-D environment, and will have customization for every level. The list of current
customization :

- Lighting
- After Effects
- User Interface
- Music / Sound

- Other Options (Colors, Particles, etc.)
- Twitch Settings (Chat, Poll)

- Custom user levels (Version 1.3 Alpha)

Some of the upcoming features that will be voted on in game :
- More Maps
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- Movable User Interface

*Compatible with Twitch

**The current state of this game is : Alpha. Product may not be polished and some features may encounter bugs and/or features
are not fully added yet.
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Title: Intro Maker
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Spinning Hat Studio
Publisher:
Spinning Hat Studio
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geoforce GTX 650 or higher, DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Love the game, it's the highlight of the party. Only problem is that in survival mode, when I use a gernade on the worms the
game seems to crash. Everytime. Hopefully a fix will be madee for this soon.. The puzzles for the most part are simple. There
are some fairly challenging ones, but the thing that really makes this game is the overall atmosphere and aesthetic. There's
something very satisfying about watching your puzzle solution play out, the hypnotizing motion of the projectiles on the screen,
the rhythmic, sometimes chaotic music.. Simple, Fun, Interesting, and a little bit reptitive. It doesn't take long to learn. Having
friends to play with make it a much more exciting experience. Try and see how far you can get.. Combat Gameplay is pretty
lame and confusing at the beggining.
Buy only if you have seen and enjoyed the OVAs and the main series.
The hole RPG element is just a lot of fetch quests and also clear dungeons.
On the plus side if you unlock the ultimate attacks from each character they deal a lot of damage, on the backdraw is that they
are long refreshing rates.
Buy only if you like the characters or the series. It's a shameless cashgrab for an extented episode.
But enjoyable if you love Akko, sucy, or Lotte.. This game was a unique take at Sonic. I enjoyed it but it is a LONG game and
very complicated at parts. I don't recall if collecting all of the chaos emeralds enable Super Sonic or not, but it is fun getting
them anyway.
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You should absolutely not hesitate to pick this up if you like story/adventure games.. i had sex with my chickens

10 10 would make eggs again. THERE IS NO WORD TO DESCRIBE THIS ADDON IT IS SO BAD THAT I CANT EVER
CALL IT BAD STAY AWAY FROM IT IF U DONT WANT TO WAST YOUR MONEY IF YOU WANT SOMETHING
BRILIENT FOR YOUR MONEY THEN BUY THE 14XX ADDIN PACK IT REALLY IS YOUR MONEYS WOURTH THE
RESON IT WAS BAD IS BECAUSE IT HAS 2 MISSING TEXTURES ON THE WATER SITE GLASS AND HAS THE
BLACK 5 DEFALT SOUNDS AND WHISTLE.. Got it in that humble bundle thing.

Honestly, not my type of game. I'm not very good at these sorts of things.

But.

I had fun. I beat the "normal" mode and thought, "maybe I am good at these", to be sorely mistaken. I got halfway through the
hard difficulty and just don't think I can do it anymore because I started to fall back levels.

The game is fun. It's hard as♥♥♥♥♥♥ but it's fun. The dubstep is actually very fitting for something like this, which I thought
I would never say haha.

As for the $10,000 competition, I don't know what happened there and I don't know if the guy all up in that thread cheated or
not. To be honest, I think someone who didn't cheat would have been a little more confrontational than what the guy was and
would have maybe posted his own data (records) and even then he could have doctored those, like some claim the dev did. But, I
honestly do not give a♥♥♥♥♥♥ Betas will be betas I guess.

I think $4 is fair for this if you actually plan to try and get further into this game than halfway through the second, out of three,
difficulty level. If you just want to play like the first difficulty level (20 minutes tops) and not play the second because you
know you aren't good at these types of games, then a flash game would probably suffice. However if you're someone who thinks
they're hot♥♥♥♥♥♥and can beat this, the price is insanely cheap.

Huh. Kind of awkward to judge this game based off of how much or how little content it has the capability of producing for
each different individual.. A very easy game to 100%, get only if you want to pad your perfect game rating and easy
achievements.
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